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Security exploits and embedded  
computer systems
Background
Recent press coverage has publicized several potential security issues related to almost all modern microprocessors. 
Security researchers at Google Project Zero (GPZ) notified Intel, AMD, and Arm of new side-channel analysis exploits 
around speculative execution referred to as “Spectre” and “Meltdown”.

Details
These possible exploits are only possible on multi-user (server-class) systems, such as network and cloud servers, 
where many users are accessing the same processor. The theoretical security exploits involve one user partition 
figuring out how to read data from another user space. This could supposedly be done using very complex code  
that allows one application to see what another application is doing, by figuring out what kind of commands the CPU 
is executing while servicing other users.

These potential exploits apply to very few embedded systems, since most are not configured as multiuser  
server-class systems.  

Of the embedded systems that are operated as server-class machines, the majority are executing code from known 
entities.  That is, all of the users / applications on the system are known to the owner.  There are no external, 
unknown, anonymous users that are executing code on the processor in any of the partitions.  As long as  
anonymous users are not allowed to connect and execute their own applications on the system, these security 
exploits cannot occur. 

Conclusion 
The key to these exploits is the execution of code on the processor by unknown / anonymous users. In the typical 
embedded systems that is a single user system, or in multi-user systems with tight control over the users and 
applications that are running, there is no vulnerability to these threats. 
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